FACING THE FUTURE
TOGETHER TODAY
IFTF’s Future 50 is a partnership of exceptional organizations
that are turning the extreme turbulence of today into extraordinary
possibilities for decades to come

50 years of
foresight

+

future-smart
organizations

=

a partnership
for unprecedented
times

We live in turbulent times. Technological disruptions in our
workforces. Rapid transformations in our markets. Civil unrest in
our communities. These create the perfect storm that we are living
through today.
In the midst of this storm, the future of our organizations has rarely
felt more urgent and uncertain. The past is both our strength and our
liability: it can steer us wrong as often as it steers us right. The future
is both urgent and optimistic—it demands our attention today.
How can we see beyond our past competencies to adapt to the
increasing near-term volatility, to identify the emerging opportunities
presented by technologies evolving at breakneck speeds, and to
anticipate winning strategic actions before the future unfolds?
As IFTF approaches its 50-year milestone and looks forward to its
next 50 years, we invite you to join in a new partnership with us. The
Future 50 is a circle of partnering organizations who think strategically
about near-term choices to reshape the long-term future of their
organizations. A combination of highly tailored interactions with IFTF
and future-smart conversations across the Future 50 partnership will
boost each organization’s capacity for continuous reinvention and
leadership, today and for years to come.
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Quality control via smart
contracts—algorithms
manage testing protocols

I oT

+
Automated virtual
avatars and brands—
built from reputation tokens

Brands Unbundled
In a world where every transaction along a supply chain is visible, brands are
constantly deconstructed and reconstructed to meet dynamic market demands.
Brands, like people, have potentially
infinite profiles, constructed from
transactions across the blockchain
marketplace. These algorithmaugmented profiles can intervene in
any node in the supply web, rematching
and remixing partners and customers,
community advocates and marketing
gurus to deliver goods and services. The
blockchain-as-computer calculates the
value proposition of any path through
the web and matches value propositions
with markets of 1, 100, or 1 billion to
close the deal. Meme products and
services emerge and disappear in a
matter of minutes. Micro-brands
drive both radical innovation
and radical volatility.

Legend
Blockchain Affordances
Zones of Transformation
• Individuals own
their identity data

VR

Microforecasts
Links to Combinatorial
Technology

Issue 2—Year 2016

Want to be a
futurist
IFTF Foresight Studio Trainings will upskill
your foresight and prepare you , your team,
and your organization for the future.

• Shill reviews disappear from
retail platforms

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

• Products and services are
quality-controlled on the blockchain

As crypto
the mar

• Bots become brands
• Corporations get bigger in the
background

DATA
FINGERPRINTS
Data
fingerprints
prove
records are
complete and
unchanged

Cryptocurrencies
store and
transfer value

LEDGERS

People as Personas
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• Individuals own their identity data
• People interface with services through
pseudonymous personas

SMART
CONTRACT
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• Reputation is built from provable
attestations and multi-dimensional
scores
• Personas construct proofs of their
underlying characteristics
• Immutable credentials form global
learning and work portfolios
• Dark actors incubate trusted
personas with criminal intent
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P2P Networks
decentralize
control through
consensus
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OPEN
PROTOCOLS

Open Protocols
promote
evolutionary
code and open
access

Automated Legal Systems
As smart contracts come to manage more and more of the activity
in a blockchain-based global computing ecosystem, these contracts forge
not only new legal practices but also new digitally-enforced laws.

I oT

When Everything is Media
Issue 2—Year 2016

Ledgers
tell an
immutable
story of
provenance

Signatures
establish
identity
and prove
consent

As people slip behind the veil of encryption, society’s transactions
flow increasingly through personas—smart profiles that manage credentials
with a host of applications and organizations while protecting the privacy
of people behind the personas.

Device personas—
objects have their
own smart profiles

Tokens have value beyond the
conventional monetary worth.
hard-coded transfer restriction
the values of communities, po
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• Illegal trade gets better quality control

Cryptography
secures every
transaction
and interaction
INSTITUTE FOR THE FUTURE

REGISTER TODAY
foresightstudio@iftf.org
650-233-9562 | iftf.org

When Everything is Media

Food
Innovation

The To

• Microtransactions unbundle
purchasing

SIGNATURES

Individuals and communities will own
and share multiple, perhaps infinite,
personas. And while they may not
even know or have access to all of
their own personas, they will set
context-aware permissions for those
they do control to track their daily data
and value flows. Identity brokers will
match smart profiles to create markets
for everything from finding a doctor
to finding a gig—all for a profilematching micro-bounty released
by algorithms in real time.

VR

Tokenized virtual realities—
like Second Life’s Linden
Bucks economy on steroids

VR

AI-enhanced smart contracts monitor
behaviors, incentives, and even broad
social outcomes, proposing new
agreements to benefit their blockchain
constituents. Constituents and, in
some cases, individual parties to the
relevant contracts can sign to approve
these new agreements, with various
voting schema determining which
laws go into effect. Some opt-out of
their current legal systems, forming
parallel institutions for those who share
their values. These shifts open the
door to new legal actors, including
independent AIs and Internetconnected devices such as
TVs and automobiles.

• Group values are coded into
governance and behavior incentives
• Smart contracts evolve to create
real-time laws

201 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
www.iftf.org
Evolutionary objects—
objects evolve their own
smart contracts

AI

• Government-as-a-service apps
support digital emigration
• P2P agreements are negotiated
internationally via the blockchain
• A new field of jurisprudence resolves
smart contract disputes

Code as employers—
on-demand “bosses”
for the workforce

AI

AI

+
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Object exchanges—
using spare cycles
to set up exchanges or
mine currencies

• Humans, bots, and devices all
have equal rights

Budget for the commons—
allocating resources b
token-profile of a communi
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SCENARIO 1: THE COMMONS WIN

SCENARIO 2: VALUE IS EVERYWHERE

SCENARIO 3: HUMANS BATTLE MACHINES

Air quality, ocean health, wildlife, materials, energy, health care, education, transportation, food,
water, and other resources are no longer overseen solely by corporations and governments.
Instead, they’re managed by distributed collaborative organizations (DCOs) that employ centaurs
(teams of humans and artificial intelligence systems) to efficiently and transparently provision
resources. The blockchain keeps track of resource production and provisioning, adding and
subtracting cryptocurrency to and from accounts in a way that rewards pro-social behavior and
punishes greediness. Quarterly and annual reports are a thing of the past. Anyone can get an upto-the-minute accounting of every penny spent: who spent it, who got it, and why. Self-executing
smart contracts guarantee that every stakeholder receives no less than the minimum resources
needed to prevent suffering. Centaurs are rewarded for actions that optimize overall prosperity,
equal resource distribution, and environmental health. And they are punished for generating
externalities and disproportionalities. The digital commons, too, runs on the blockchain. Banking,
title transfers, citizenship, passports, deeds, notarizations, and other services previously
administered by governments and corporations are managed by distributed collaborative
organizations at a fraction of the cost—and with greatly reduced opportunities for corruption.

Money is a language that communicates value. Depending on what we need to do, we can
use any one of millions of different altcoins—or tokens—to communicate our belief in the
value of anything physical, digital, or conceptual. Some of these cryptocurrency languages
are deflationary. Some continuously stream a portion of their market capitalization to
charity. Some charge a negative interest rate. Some self-destruct after a specified period
of time. Some are programmable. Every device in the Internet of Things uses one or more
cryptocurrencies to talk to other devices. Anyone can create a custom cryptocurrency
by checking options on an app and touching the “launch *coin” button. These multiple
cryptocurrencies coexist, compete, and co-operate to express the value of everything,
everywhere, and in real time. The question of “what is this cryptocurrency worth?” isn’t
answered in yuan or euros. It gets answered every time it’s streamed from one address to
another. Currency exchanges have been replaced by altcoin language translation networks
that instantly and invisibly allow anyone to make any transaction with any cryptocurrency
they want to use.

When self-owning cars realized they could make more money trading in the markets
didn’t take long for machines to end up with over 98% of the global capital. Today, h
are kept around for those service and repair tasks that machines can’t do themselve
the birds that pick ticks off rhinoceroses’ hides. But in general, humans are the paras
always trying to inject smart contracts into the network to suck off wealth. Sometime
the humans are able to inflict serious damage to the network before the antibodies o
virtual immune system can recognize and deal with the threat. But the humans have
smarter in recent years, almost as if they possess an uncanny machine intelligence. T
making transactions on the blockchain that are almost indistinguishable from bot act
suspected they are using a new form of AI that’s bred to want to collaborate with hum
but this time as peers with humans, not as servants. The free machines are burning s
cycles developing effective immune responses to these new attacks that they have le
to generate wealth. Still, they’re far from ready to give up.

FACING THE FUTURE IN 2018
IFTF’s Future 50 partnership offers both a broad scan and a deep dive into the volatile strategic
landscape of today’s organizations. Fifty years of foresight shape our 2018 perspectives on
everything from the biology of disinformation to strategies of eating for change. All this foresight
is available to the Future 50 partners—a network of future-smart organizations. Join the Future
50 today to harness IFTF’s foresight for 2018.

Economy +
Environment

THE BROAD SCAN
Tap into foresight
from IFTF’s ongoing
research labs to
anticipate the critical
zones of innovation
and disruptions across
sectors and around
the world.

Leverage the evolution of a
financialized society in a
marketplace of distributed
currencies and in an environment where the externalized
costs of the past 50 years
may be rapidly internalized
by every organization.

Citizenship +
Civic Systems
Rethink the interface between
your organization and a volatile
civic sphere where the rules
for everything from regulation
to cybersecurity are being
rewritten in the face of growing
distrust in every level of
governance.

Work +
Learning
Food + Health +
Well-Being
Grow your strategic
leadership in a world of
opportunities and pitfalls as
the complex systems of health
care, food production, and
human microbiology transform
our understanding of what it
means to eat well and be well.

Redesign the workforce to
meet organizational needs
as both automation and
demographic shifts demand
new contracts between learning
machines and humans, between
organizations and platforms
that strive to get things done.

THE FUTURE IS NOW

Science +
Technology
Anticipate the strategic
impacts of AI and robotics,
virtual and augmented reality,
a rapidly evolving Internet of
Actions, and cutting-edge
bio-engineering, alongside
new materials sciences that
tap the tiniest forms of matter.

THE DEEP DIVE
Each year, the Future 50
selects an urgent future
to explore in depth—
one that crosses the
boundaries of markets
and sectors, of for-profit
and not-for-profit. This
urgent future will demand
a new lens on everything
we do. Through it, we
will bring into focus the
cultural, political, and
human issues that are
reshaping the world in
which futures are built
and organizations live
and die on the strength
of their strategic choices.
For 2018, that urgent
future is trust.

Trust on Trial | Renegotiating
organizational trust in a world of
intelligent autonomous machines
Whether shopping for a favorite brand
of baby food, diagnosing a perceived
illness, or deciding where to invest next,
negotiations of trust underlie almost every
activity in our business and social spheres.
The industrial revolution created systems
of institutional trust that reduced the
friction of complex human negotiations by
creating easily agreed upon rules—through
branding, contracting, and the division of
labor. In recent years, these centralized
infrastructures of trust and authority have
been upended by distributed markers
of trust that have enabled peer-to-peer
exchanges with new and untested trust
relationships.
These shifts in trust have likewise
transformed our behaviors and perceptions.
Even though trust in companies,
governments and media has declined
globally, we humans have never been more
willing to trust each other in vulnerable

contexts. In just one generation, Americans
have gone from warning their children
about stranger danger to sending their
children with strangers—with driving
services like Lyft and Uber—to soccer
games and after-school activities.
As profound as these shifts have been, the
next decade will see a wave of technological
innovations that will scramble many if not
all of our existing systems of trust. Machine
learning systems, coupled with new
understandings of neuroscience, are leading
to entirely new kinds of computational
propaganda systems designed to influence
us at best and deceive us at worst. Virtual
and augmented realities enable new kinds
of social sharing even as they turn our
consensus reality into an opt-in proposition.
These challenges will push well beyond
today’s discussions of a “post-truth society”
and “fake news,” demanding that we ask a
more fundamental question:
As this future unfolds, how will we
harness technical advances to
cultivate new social, business, and
civic systems of trust?

make sense of a complex and uncertain future
future-proof your strategies
tap the intelligence of a network of future-smart organizations
build alignment across your team and your organization

The FUTURE is NOW
The Future 50 is a side-by-side relationship with IFTF. It’s a way to harness foresight from
across IFTF for your organization. With 50 years of futures research in society and technology,
the economy and the environment, and food and health, IFTF has the perspectives and experts,
the signals and the data to make sense out of the current turbulence.
AS A FUTURE 50 PARTNER, YOU WILL:

THE DETAILS

Make sense of a complex and uncertain future with
foresight from across IFTF’s research labs in science
and technology.

Annual Onsite Foresight-Insight-Action Strategic
Workshop with your organizational stakeholders.

Future-proof your strategies while amplifying your
own foresight and strategic leadership.

Cutting-Edge Foresight with access to reports, maps,
videos, AR/VR experiences, and artifacts from the future
from across the IFTF futures research labs.

Tap the intelligence of a network of future-smart
organizations to learn from one another’s experiments
and innovations.

Your IFTF Foresight Guide to provide touchpoints with
IFTF research leads who are tracking trends, signals,
and disruptions that are important for your sector.

Build alignment across your team and your
organization with an IFTF-facilitated onsite workshop
and conversations with key stakeholders.

Tickets to IFTF’s Annual Forecast Retreat—
our immersive and experimental public festival on the
future of our society, along with exclusive sessions for
our Future 50 partners to network and share their own
strategic insights.

WHY IFTF?
For fifty years, the Institute for the Future has helped
companies, governments, and individuals think
provocatively and pragmatically about the long-term
future. We have developed tools and methodologies that
guide and accelerate the transformation of long-term
foresight into practical near-term insight that defines
the urgent actions for today. Our partners are investing
today in critical research, boundary-stretching
conversations, and strategic experiments that will shape
the business, social, and civil landscapes of tomorrow.

50 years of

Foresight-Insight-Action

Foresight-Filled Workspaces in IFTF’s Palo Alto
headquarters, available to immerse yourself in the future
and jump-start any expedition in Silicon Valley.
IFTF Collaborations that build on the Future 50
partnership for more in-depth custom foresight projects
for your organization or sector.

Foresight | Look deep and wide to map the changing
strategic landscape

Insight | Discover the winning paths through
the uncertainty
Action | Find the opportunities to make the future now

201 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301
www.iftf.org

For more information about becoming
a Future 50 partner, contact:
Sean Ness | sness@iftf.org | 650.233.9517

